DJ Profile, Bio, and Latest Testimonial
DJs and Karaoke hosts
Profile

DJ & KJ Craig
(Melbourne)

Information
Bio - If you want an interactive DJ then you have found your man. Often getting his music all sorted and
then spends the rest of the night dancing!! Himself!! He loves his music and has a great time, all the
time. Craig plays retro, 80’s and 90’s. He started the Doutta Gala Hotels Famous “That Retro Night” and
really is one of the best wedding DJ/MC in Melbourne
Music – Good mix of Party tunes from 70s through to current top 40
Testimonial - Craig was fantastic. All the feedback I received from my guests was that he was amazing,
entertaining, confident and more. He made Richie and I comfortable and we were never stressed or
running behind. I would totally recommend Craig to EVERYONE who is looking for DJ for ANY EVENT. He
just made the night even better!
Price Range - $650 -$800
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
Bio - A very energetic DJ who can really work a room. With personality +++ he will put on a show for
you. DJ Jay has a few interactive games that really get the crowd involved and he also can do magic and
loves bringing his talent to any function. With over 20 year in the entertainment industry, DJ Jay is
available for Weddings & Corporate Functions.
Music - Good mix of Party tunes from 70s through to current top 40

Testimonial - Jay was fantastic once again... We will be back that’s for sure. Once again thank you :-)

DJ & KJ Jay
(Melbourne)

Price Range - $550 Inc Gst
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
Bio - DJ Rick can deliver a laid back approach and atmosphere to any event. He is cool calm and
collected throughout the night and has the ability to play the music that everyone knows. He
specializes in weddings and corporate events with a top 40, 90s, and 2000s flare, however he can adapt
to nearly any crowd as his music knowledge is vast.
Music - Good mix of Party tunes from 90s through to current top 40

DJ & KJ Rick
(Melbourne)

Testimonial - We just wanted to say a big thank you to Rick for the amazing job he did on Saturday!
We had an absolute ball .. And he completely went above and beyond all expectations. Everything just
went so smoothly and the dance floor was certainly put to good use! We've had so many of our family
and friends tell us how great he was. Thank you again for everything.
Price Range - $550 Inc Gst
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.

DJ Profile, Bio, and Latest Testimonial
Bio - A DJ with all the skill a DJ should have, DJ Jose is the type of guy that does it all. With a
professional attitude and an ear for perfection, DJ Jose will cross the T’s and dot the i’s. He is currently
working at the Medallion Club (Etihad stadium) and the preferred DJ for Melbourne Aquarium.
Music - DJ Jose plays a great selection of current top 40 and dance floor favorites. Strengths included
R'n'B, House, Rock & Retro, Latin.

Testimonial - Jose was fantastic and I was very happy with his services.

DJ & KJ Jose
(Melbourne)

Thank you for a fantastic job, you did very well with everything gauging how the crowds reacted to the
music and adapting adequately perfect. Just perfect thank you! Everyone had a ball.
Price Range - $440 Inc Gst
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.

Bio - DJ Trevor has a great time where ever he is, and he just loves DJing and running Karaoke. He is a
brilliant singer and can get the party kicked off in a great way. He has a great music list and seems to
pull out some great dance favorites that makes’ you want to hit the dance floor.
Music - DJ Trevor plays a great mix of 50s, 60,s 70, and 80s, with some current top 40 as well.

DJ & KJ Trevor
(Melbourne)

Testimonial - It was an excellent night and the DJ added personality to his job. Would definitely book DJ
Trevor again!! I am writing to congratulate you on having Trevor on your books. He was absolutely
fantastic. I have had fantastic feedback from our guests that Trevor and the music was sensational.
Trevor joined in and was perceived as part of the party. He was professional, fun and completely
accommodating. I will highly recommend him to anyone who needs a DJ/Entertainer.
Price Range - $440 Inc Gst
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
Bio – Stephen has worked in the entertainment industry since he was 16 years old and has grown to
love the many people he connects with. He is a very likable character, with a great attitude to get the
job done. And with Stephen, the job is everyone having a great time. He has a fantastic music collection
and has completed so many successful events using his one hit wonders to get the party going.
Music - Good mix of Party tunes from 70s through to current top 40

DJ Stephen B
(Melbourne)

Testimonial -These guys are amazing! I had them DJ and MC at my wedding last weekend and couldn't
have asked for a better service!! Thank you so very much Stephen
+ Highly recommended, very professional and they make sure your event is completed the way you
accepted plus more
Price Range - $440 Inc Gst
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
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Bio - When asked why Dan has continued to DJ for over a decade, he said:
"I love what I do! Everyone has birthdays, weddings, school formals etc.. It's my mission to make each
one of those events as special as I can by bringing the right song to the dance floor at the right time.
There's nothing better than seeing a packed dance floor with everyone singing along and creating
memories of a special night they will never forget!"
Music -

Testimonial - Dan was fantastic, I will be highly recommending him to my family and friends.

DJ Dan M
(Melbourne)

Price Range –
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
Bio - If you want an experienced DJ then you have found your man. DJ Mark as the knowledge, skills
and passion to make any event turn into the party of the year. With his versatility, and ability to read
the crowd, DJ Mark can give a smooth journey of all your favorite dance classics to ensure everyone has
a chance to get up and dance.
Music - Mark plays 50’s, 60s, 70s, retro, 80’s and 90’s and current top 40.

Testimonial – Thank you for helping to make a great night even better. Prompt response to telephone

DJ Mark
(Hobart)

call. A really professional service - everyone was helpful from the time of booking until the end of the
function – and the follow-up after was a pleasant surprise. Everyone was up dancing until the last song
and we wanted more. What more could you ask for!! Shona
Price Range - $650 -$800
Bio – Coming Soon
Music – Coming soon
Testimonial – coming soon
Price Range – coming soon

DJ Jessie Rocket
(Adelaide)
Bio - DJ Miss Rosie is a confident DJ who has a great knowledge for music. Her attention to detail is
precise, and knows how to make the crowd have a good time right from the start of the night. Able to
sing during the night, DJ Miss Rosie can add that live element to any event. With years of experience,
any function is in safe hands with DJ Miss Rosie.
Music -

DJ Rosie
(Melbourne)

Testimonial - DJ Miss Rosie was awesome, really got the crowd involved, I don’t think anyone was
sitting down! + I couldn’t have asked for a better DJ. She was great –personality, attitude, talent all A1
and listened to exactly what I wanted. Very helpful and accommodating. She interacted with the crowd
and got involved – which never happens. A lot of people were commenting on how good she was and I
believe people were asking her for her card.
Price Range - $660 Inc Gst - $2,200 Inc Gst
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.

DJ Profile, Bio, and Latest Testimonial
Bio - DJ Belinda is a versatile DJ that plays a great mix of commercial top 40, R’n’B, House and Retro.
She is currently booked most Fridays nights however has Saturdays available for most events and she is
always super organized and has great sound and lighting equipment. She can take requests and is very
approachable.
Music -

DJ & KJ Belinda
(Melbourne)

Testimonial - DJ Bel was awesome, thank you for letting us have her here. Can I please book her in
again. +Belinda was professional and entertaining! She was working with a pretty tough crowd, but
managed to encourage the karaoke to fire up only a few minutes after announcing it was a karaoke
party. Her song knowledge was strong and she had a great voice, singing a couple of songs to warm the
crowd up. I would highly recommend DJ Belinda for karaoke functions.
Price Range –
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
Bio - I can easily adapt to any event, and play whatever genre of music is required, including ;
Top 40, dance, R’N’B, hip hop, party anthems, rock, and 70s, 80s, 90s, 00s and current pop
hits. I also have extensive experience in MCing, television presenting, radio presenting,
turntablism and scratching, lighting, audio engineering, and production. If an MC is needed at
a wedding or event for example, I am very comfortable to step in and take on this
responsibility.

Music

DJ Nish
(Melbourne)

Price Range –
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting)
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
Bio - DJ Chris is a versatile DJ that plays a great mix of commercial top 40, Rock, Alternative & dance
favorites. He is a funny guy with a hard working attitude that ensures you have a great night. With his
music specialty being rock, alternative and 90s, you know that the night is going to be epic.
Music – Current top 40, 80s, 90s, Alterative, 2000s, Rock, and Punk.
Other services – DJ Chris also offers live music, band/duo/Solo and is a qualified sound engineer.

Testimonial -

DJ Chris
(Melbourne)

Price Range –
5 Hour Function Including Production (Sound & Lighting and Smoke machine) - $440 Inc Gst
Production to suit 30-200 People Including Speakers, Dance Floor Lighting, Microphone, Leads,
Stands, Delivery, Set Up, Pack Down and Return Delivery.
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DJ/KJ Kye (TFA)
Melbourne

DJ Kye Lewis has a genuine love of all things music, from
the 50s
right through to the current Top 40 & RnB. His vision is
to see the
dance floor bringing everyone together, and the crowd
enjoying
no-holds-barred fun right until the end. Kye is also your
go-to for alternative music selections, from Alt Rock and
Metal through to Dubstep and DnB.

We held a karaoke night at work and my
colleagues had such a great time! Thanks to
our DJ and to Total Entertainment for
making the event run so smoothly.

DJ Lance has all the right tools for creating a non-stop party. He has great sound and lighting, a brilliant
attitude, and works hard at delivering a full dance floor for the whole night. DJ Lance plays a great mix
of 70s, 80,s 90s, 80s & 90s Rock, Retro and commercial top 40.

DJ/KJ Lance
Melbourne
DJ/MC Steve – A professional full time DJ and very experienced wedding MC, Steve will make your
special day smooth, stress free, and above all, enjoyable. Playing a mix of 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s and
today’s big dance anthems, Steve takes you on a journey through all the songs that bring back a flood
of memories and delivers the perfect mix, perfectly. With his dry delivery and well constructed style,
you will sit back and enjoy the day.

DJ/KJ Steve C
Melbourne

A Karaoke host with a heart of gold. DJ Andy is one of those blokes who is just a really
nice guy who gets along with everyone. He listens to everyone and can really pull out
the older hits to get everyone up dancing. DJ Andy has been running Karaoke around
the Lilydale area for many years and has got a good database of local Karaoke singers
and dancers who enjoy having a great time.
Music Styles – 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, Current Top 40, Retro, Rock n Roll, Rock and
Pop.
Services – Karaoke, DJ, Additional Speakers and Lighting

DJ Andy
Melbourne

Price Range
Karaoke Host Rate: $400 Plus Gst or $450 + GST fortnightly or once a month.
DJ Rate: $450 + Gst
Wedding DJ Rate: $600 - $800

DJ Profile, Bio, and Latest Testimonial
DJ Aaron loves his dance and rock music. With a love of all things Jimmy Barns and other Aussie Rock,
DJ Aaron will have the room shaking all night long with a variety of Rock, Old Dance favorites and
commercial top 40 and classic R’n’B.

DJ/KJ Aaron
Melbourne
I have been Singing and performing for as long as I can remember and I knew from the moment I was
on stage that it was what I wanted to do with my life. The lights, The sound, The crowd cheering and
clapping after every song was all it took.
Since then I've sung at Weddings, Carols by Candlelight, Festivals, Pubs and Private Parties as well as
guest appearances with various Bands around Melbourne.
Music has always been my life and now I get to combine this passion with my work. It is so unbelievably
rewarding to do what you love as a career and then in turn, have people love what you do. With a great
knowledge of party music I am sure I will get the toughest of crowds on the dance floor and letting
their hair down. I love what I do and it shows in every song I play. I take requests, and can even rove
the dance floor with the microphone to see who can Dance AND who can Sing!
The music is In Me.

Karaoke Host Rachel
(Racey)
Melbourne
Having been captivated by the thrill of singing and performing from a very young age, and having
performed at karaoke shows around the world (including in the UK, France, Denmark, Russia and
Canada as well as of course Australia), Dan took to hosting shows about 5 years ago. With an infectious
high-energy hosting style that gets the crowd jumping, and an inclusive sense of humour that
encourages even the most shy to get involved, Dan will have any venue buzzing right from the start of
the show until the last person leaves. His in-depth knowledge and passion for music will ensure that
between karaoke songs those that want to dance will have just as good a time. Dan also likes to
include various mini-games throughout the night to ensure the crowd remains engaged and enjoying
themselves right throughout the night.

Karaoke Host Dan
Sydney
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DJ Scotty is a class act. With years of experience, and international tours (USA) his music knowledge
and professionalism will guarantee a great night of dancing and singing. He plays the big hist early and
sets the night for non stop fun. There really is nothing DJ Scotty can’t handle.
Music Styles – 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, Current Top 40, Retro, Rock n Roll, Rock and Pop.
Services – Karaoke, DJ, Additional Speakers and Lighting

DJ/MC Scott
Melbourne

Testimonial - This was our 2nd year with Dj Scotty and he was fabulous! Very flexible and worked well
with our crowd for our work Christmas Party. The only negative was that the party ended too soon! I
even had a comment from one of the wait staff that the choice of music was great - better than many
of the other functions they had worked at (including plenty of weddings). Highly recommended and
would definitely use again!
Price Range
Karaoke Host Rate: $400 Plus Gst or $450 + GST fornightly or once a month.
DJ Rate: $450 + Gst
Wedding DJ Rate: $600 - $800
A DJ who makes your party like a club every time.
Specializing in R’n’B, Urban, House, and Club Chart hits,
DJ Phil will keep your feet moving all night. DJ Phil is
often working in clubs and also plays on special events.

DJ Phil
Melbourne
DJ Paulie and Rita are a fantastic team dedicated to
having a ball. Paulie, with his 30+ years of experience,
and Rita with her lively and bubbly personality will bring
nothing but a good time to any event. This team is
th
th
suited to 50 , 60 birthdays and events with an older in
age, but younger in heart crowd.

DJ Paulie + Rita
Melbourne
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DJ/MC James is a true professional that works down the
surf coast of Victoria. We an eye for detail and customer
satisfaction, you are sure to have a great night with
James. James can play a great mix of party classics, right
through to the hits of now. Best suited to Weddings,
st
th
th
th
Engagements, 21 , 30 , 40 , 50 Birthdays and
corporate events.

DJ/MC James L
Melbourne – Surf Coast
Paul is in his early 40’s and is not a bedroom DJ. He has
been D.M.C trained by some of Melbourne’s best DJs
including John Course, Ivan Gough and Glen McBride to
name a few. He studied 2 years of piano and has learnt
trumpet and the trombone. Paul has an understanding
of music and how it has been created. He enjoys playing
all types of music and his personal collection dates back
to the hits of the 50's.

DJ Paul T
Melbourne
Coming Soon

DJ Rowan
(Melbourne)
DJ Phil is a DJ Rock God. If it is Rock music that you are
after, or anything on the alternative side, then DJ Phil is
your guy. With a great sound system and lighting show,
DJ Phil will have your feet sore at the end of the night.
He can also play RnB, House, Commercial top 40 and
retro if that is what you are after as well.

DJ Phil L
Melbourne
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DJ PK
Melbourne

Bio – DJ PK is an experienced host with years in the karaoke and DJ industry. He
has a strong and confident hosting style and is extremely encouraging and
supportive to all patrons in a venue and can really play a wide variety of must so
not only do the Karaoke singers feel at home but so do the people who just want
to have a dance and a party. Currently Hosting on a Friday night
Music Styles – 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, Current Top 40, Retro, Rock n Roll, Rock
and Pop.
Services – Karaoke, DJ, Additional Speakers and Lighting
Price Range
Karaoke Host Rate: $350 Plus Gst or $450 + GST fortnightly or once a
month.

DJ Rate: $450 + Gst
Wedding DJ Rate: $600 - $800

Karaoke specialist Ky can run your corporate event for birthday party. With a great flow of singing and
dancing, he will keep everyone moving and give them all a chance to sing. With an amazing voice and a
very charismatic personality, KJ Ky will have the crowd grooving the whole night.
Music Styles – 70s, 80s, 90s, Urban, R’n’B, Current Top 40, Retro and Pop.
Services – Karaoke, Additional Speakers and Lighting

Price Range

Karaoke Host Rate: $350 Plus Gst or $450 + GST fortnightly or once a
month.

DJ Rate: $450 + Gst
Wedding DJ Rate: $600 - $800
KJ KY
Melbourne
Bio – KJ Shazzy is new to hosting however has been around the Karaoke scene for
over 20 years. She has started strong with being able to build a great night at the
Mountain View Hotel and has a good following of regular singers.
Music Styles – 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, Current Top 40, Retro, Rock n Roll, Rock
and Pop.
Services – Karaoke, DJ, Duo/ Live Music, Additional Speakers and Lighting
Testimonial – Currently runs Karaoke every Saturday at the Mt View

Price Range
Karaoke Host Shazzy
Melbourne

Karaoke Host Rate: $350 Plus Gst or $450 + GST fortnightly or once a
month.

DJ Rate: $450 + Gst
Wedding DJ Rate: $600 - $800
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Bio - My personal music taste is Dance music, but have experience playing 60s to
current Top 40. I love working in the entertainment industry as it is so rewarding
when you can turn an empty venue into an amazing one with a great vibe and a
full dance floor!
Music – Dance, House, Commercial top 40.

Testimonial

Price Range: $550 - $1,500

DJ Luke Babbage
(Sydney)
KJ Sherrie
DJ Trent Slater
(Adelaide)

Coming Soon
Coming soon

